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DAILY STATION NEWS LETTER

THOUGHT FOR THE DAY Speak in such a way that others listen to you. Listen in such a way that
people speak to you.

Thanks for dropping in

Before continuing on their way along the “Rob Roy Way” our friends from Luxembourg joined us for flag break feeling a lot happier
and, more importantly, A LOT DRIER.

Yesterday was a chance for the adults to have a break from the station as both the kitchen and admin staff visited Killin to
observe the local Highland Games. Photos courtesy Janet Conder and James Dunham.
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Kitchen staff are going
downhill rapidly
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Death defying heights and excrutiating pain sums up teams A
& B’s activities yesterday. Scaling vertically challanging walls
was a speciality of ours, but when it came to real heights
we’re as useful as the suncream that we packed for this trip.
The mens screams were only capable of being heard by
the most sensitive canine ears, and the possibility of them
playing any part in conceiving a child has been dramatically
decreased. The best part was watching the colour drain from
the faces of those participating, whilst staring down at the
lengthy drop where we were most probably about to end up
as small jam spots at the bottom.
It was fun.
Julian

Florence
We didn’t step on any part of grass that wasn’t wet because
we could never find a path.

Katie Holman
Lots of rain, I got completely soaked. Plenty of mountain
walks. Brilliant views!!!! Glad to get in the dry back at the
station but I thoroughly enjoyed the walks we went on (even
if my feet were completely soaked).

A won the Sweetshop Quiz last night by a landslide compared to Patrol B but they did
AND FINALLY Patrol
make a comeback on the Number Quiz so both have earned their teams a ‘lochodile’ on the
weekly points board. Also, only 1 day left to complete Scavenger Hunts and party pieces!

